Frequently Asked Questions
Cleanups
How many cleanups should I do with my class?
You can do as many cleanups as you would like! But you are
only required to do one cleanup to fulfill the program.
Where should I conduct the cleanup?
Given the success of our
inaugural year of the
Circular Economy
Ambassador Program in
2021, we are overjoyed to
lead the program again in
2022.

Preferably near a waterway, but any location that is accessible
to you and your students is acceptable!
What is the best way to conduct the cleanup?

The best way to conduct a cleanup is to have a data sheet
Act fast to be one of the
first 20 classes signed up
to be entered into a draw
to win reusable, stainlesssteel water bottles for you
and your class!

for every couple of students, while one picks up waste, the
other students records it in the data sheet (what it is, what
color, and amount). Every few minutes the couple of
students bring their waste to a meeting spot, where 2-3
students can sort the waste to be diverted from landfill,
and/or sent back to our recycling partner.

Frequently Asked Questions
Data/Documents/Items
Who do I send the data sheet to?
Please take pictures of the sheet or scan it and email it to
education@mindyourplastic.ca . We will insert the data on the spreadsheet for you!
Given the success of our
Who do I send the pictures and videos to?
inaugural year of the
Circular Economy
Please email it to education@mindyourplastic.ca
Ambassador Program in
2021, we are overjoyed to
lead the program again in
2022.
Where is your recycling partner and how do

I send the acceptable plastics

to them?
The first 20 teachers to
We will send you a Canada Post Label to put on the box with your plastic!
sign up for their class will
receive a Plastic Oceans
information needed will be on the label so you do not have to worry about
Canada water bottle,
valued at $40.00.

All the
it!

What will the plastics be used for?

Our partners will transform the waste plastic into soap dishes, tire chalk, flower pots,
tiles and many other items to be reinserted into communities creating a circular
economy!

